SANDOWN PARK
Thursday, 18 May, 2017

1. SAPPHIRE CROWN HT1 7:10PM
THE WATCHDOG SELECTS 515 Metres
1. PEPPER FIRE: Explosive sprinter who looks hard to catch
2. ORONSAY: Recent Group 2 finalist, has early speed to burn.
3. MAJA MAHI MAHI: Posted a flying recent Warrnambool win, keep safe
4. LAGOON JAZZY: NSW sprinter with top credentials, threat.

Suggested Bet: (Win) 1

2. HARRISON-DAWSON HT1 7:28PM
THE WATCHDOG SELECTS 515 Metres
5. ASTON DEE BEE: In form runner capable of running elite times.
6. YARRAMAN ACE: Can set a cracking pace early, value runner.
7. BRUCE TYCOON: Excels from this draw, each way all day.
8. IT’S A PLANE: Has loads of talent but drawn inside out.

Suggested Bet: (BoxQuinella) 1,5,6,7 ($10 for 166.67%)

3. RSN927 SANDOWN CUP HT1 7:52PM
THE WATCHDOG SELECTS 715 Metres
4. BOGIE BEKIM: Can set cracking early sectionals, top show
5. DUNDEE OSGREY: Elite versatile performer, should be in the finish
6. OBI KENOBI: Slow beginner who will be powering home late.
7. LUCKY CHAP: First look here, has high speed, danger if pings

Suggested Bet: (Quinella) 2/4,6,8 ($10 For 333.33%)

4. SAPPHIRE CROWN HT2 8:13PM
THE WATCHDOG SELECTS 515 Metres
5. FLYRITE: Flying 29.34 winner here last month, hard to catch
6. FABREGAL: Has the talent, just needs to find the rail early
7. LUCKY CHAP: Back in form, draw is a big plus, keep safe.
8. MICK’S ANGEL: Better for the run here last week, respect

Suggested Bet: (Trifecta) 7/1,2,8/6,7/2,5,6,8 (125.00% at $50)

5. RSN927 SANDOWN CUP HT2 8:37PM
THE WATCHDOG SELECTS 715 Metres
1. FANTA BALE: Should open up a big lead mid race, hard to catch
2. POLJUICE POTION: Eye catching winner here last week, danger.
3. MIDNIGHT ELSA: Promising type facing biggest test yet
4. BARKING BAD: Armed with elite mid race speed, trifecta hope.

Suggested Bet: (Exacta) 1,2/1,2,6,7,8 ($10 for 125%)

6. HARRISON-DAWSON HT2 8:55PM
THE WATCHDOG SELECTS 515 Metres
1. BEWILDERING: Speed series winner here last week, hard to beat.
2. TITO MOJITO: Can run fast sectionals early, major player.
3. DON'T KID ME: Near faultless beginner, could cause an upset.
4. INVICTUS RAPID: Hit and miss beginner, big chance if fits.

Suggested Bet: (Win) 1

7. RSN927 SANDOWN CUP HT3 9:16PM
THE WATCHDOG SELECTS 715 Metres
6. BURN ONE DOWN: Superstar, amazing record, will take stopping
7. STARZSA LIGHT: Classy NSW stayer, can lead, main danger
8. CACO POTION: Draw suits, rarely runs a bad race, threat

Suggested Bet: (Trifecta) 6,7/2,6,7,8/2,3,5,6,7,8 ($10 For 41.66%)

8. RSN927 SANDOWN CUP HT4 9:40PM
THE WATCHDOG SELECTS 715 Metres
2. TRIP TO EDEN: All star stayer, ideally drawn, hard to hold out
8. EBBY RIPPER: Powerful stayer, just needs a clear crack at them
6. TEDDY MONELLI: Better for the run here last week, threat if leads
5. MICK’S ANGEL: As honest as they come, will charge home, respect

Suggested Bet: (Trifecta) 2,8/2,5,6,8/1,2,5,6,7,8 ($10 For 41.66%)

9. SAPPHIRE CROWN HT3 10:01PM
THE WATCHDOG SELECTS 515 Metres
5. SHIMA SONG: All class, reliable beginner, hard to reel in
7. TRIXTA ROX: Serious up and comer, threat if she pings away
2. ALLEN GERWEN: Explosive talent, great win last week, respect

Suggested Bet: (Quinella) 2/4,6,8 ($10 For 333.33%)

10. HARRISON-DAWSON HT3 10:19PM
THE WATCHDOG SELECTS 515 Metres
2. BLACK MUMBO: Ridiculous talent, speed to burn, go close
4. LUCKY CHAP: First look here, has high speed, danger if pings
8. MATT MACHINE: Has the talent, just needs to find the rail early
6. ALLEN GERWEN: Explosive talent, great win last week, respect

Suggested Bet: (Trifecta) 2,8/2,5,6,8/1,2,5,6,7,8 ($10 For 41.66%)

11. SAPPHIRE CROWN HT4 10:40PM
THE WATCHDOG SELECTS 515 Metres
5. MUMMA JOSIE: Rarely runs a bad race, fast early, big threat
1. CAVALCADE: Back in form, draw is a big plus, keep safe.
4. LEPRECHAUN STORM: Promising but does rise in class, keep safe

Suggested Bet: (Trifecta) 5,8/1,5,7,8/1,2,5,6,7,8 ($10 For 41.66%)

12. RSN927 - RACING & SPORT 10:58PM
THE WATCHDOG SELECTS 515 Metres
7. DUNDEE CALYPSO: In rare form, settles on the speed, keep safe
8. STARZSA LIGHT: Classy NSW stayer, can lead, main danger
3. EBBY RIPPER: Powerful stayer, just needs a clear crack at them
1. ALLEN GERWEN: Explosive talent, great win last week, respect

Suggested Bet: (Trifecta) 7/1,2,8/1,2,5,6,8 ($10 For 83.33%)
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